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The historic and green heart of central Zealand, Soroe has an atmosphere unlike
any other town in the region.

THE MUNICIPALITY
OF SOROE

GROW YOUR BUSINESS
IN THE GREEN HEART OF
ZEALAND
Surrounded by lakes and woodlands,
the natural beauty of the town of Soroe
is striking and inspires an active and
recreational lifestyle that is enjoyed by
citizens of all ages.
The unique historic atmosphere, emanating largely from Academia Sorana
– one of the finest boarding schools
in Denmark, dating back to the 16th
century – and, alongside the medieval
Cathedral, provides a sense of timeless
connectedness.
Adding this to a modern and flexible
business service and you have a formula
for successful relocation in unique surroundings, offering an attractive base for
businesses and employees alike.

SOROE BUSINESS – WE
ARE HERE FOR YOU

We want to be the community of
knowledge, service and support.
Our vision says it all - highly skilled
employees, an excellent location from
which to serve Northern European
markets, and a business department
ready to provide any help that you and
your company might need.

The municipal business strategy,
formulated by the Business
Development Council, focuses on
agricultural and health cluster
development, entrepreneurship and an
overall high quality of business service.
Business Soroe, operating from the city
hall, is your partner in making your
relocation a success. A strong network
and an open-minded dialogue with
local businesses is our key to understanding the needs of companies.

EXCELLENT LOCATION

From Soroe, you can get anywhere, and
quickly. Copenhagen, Odense.
Sweden and Germany are all accessible
by motorway, as well as by rail, with
trains every 30 minutes to Copenhagen
and Odense. The central location, highly
developed infrastructure and affordable
housing make Soroe an excellent base
for anyone looking to combine a stimulating professional life with the laidback atmosphere of a small town.

SAFE AND FUN

A safe, low-crime community, within
easy reach of the best hospitals in the
region, makes the Municipality of Soroe
an attractive location for seniors as well
as families. An extremely active community, offering a wealth of leisure activities and things to get involved in, adds
to the fun of everyday life.

Business Soroe will be happy to
assist companies interested in
establishing in the area.
Business Development Manager
Niels-Henrik Glisbjerg
nhg@soroe.dk
+ 45 29 32 56 92
www.soroe.dk
www.businesssoroe.dk

